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ABSTRACT

MICHAEL POLANYI

AND THE FOUNDATIONS OF RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE

by

Joseph Watkins Kroger

This essay explores the implications of Michael

Polanyi's theory of tacit knowing for foundational theology.

Foundational theology, which begins with a recognition of the

problematic status of religious knowledge, seeks to resolve

that problem by providing theology with a method and criteria
~

of meaning and truth firmly grounded in cognitional theory.

Central to the task of articulating a method for theology is

the necessity of accounting for the relationship of faith

and reason. Polanyi's cognitional theory recognizes coherence

of faith and reason to be an indispensable condition of know-

ledge, and, therefore, his thought is deemed especially

relevant to the foundational task of ch~istian theology.

This work, then, attempts to bring Polanyi's theory of know-

ledge to bear on the problem of method in theology.

The dissertation is divided into two major sections.

The first section focuses on the theological problem of account-

. ing for the discovery and justification of religious knowledge,

that is, the pr9blem of method in theology. The faith-reason



relationship in theology is examined in terms of the histori
~

cal development of theology's self-understanding. This in-

vestigation leads to a consideration of the contemporary

. concern for the foundational questions of meaning and truth

in theology. The taSK of foundational theology is discussed

as the attempt to transform the hermeneutic circle of faith
\

and reason, and to establish the significance and validity

of the theological enterprise.

The second section of the dissertation focuses on a

resolution of the theological problematic. Polanyi's post

critical conception of personal knowledge is examined in

order to provide a background for a detailed analysis of his

theory of tacit knowing. It is argued that Polanyi l s cQgnit

ional theory--his account of the structure and act of tacit

integration--provides a foundation for an objectification of

method in theology and for a differentiation of theological

specializations.
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PREFACE

Rerlecting on the well known story or Archimedes'

rwmous discovery in the baths of Syracuse and his exuberant

cry of delight, Michael Polanyi makes the observation in

Personal KnOWledge that t1 no thing is a problem or discovery

"",in itselrj it can be a problem only if it puzzles and

worries somebody, and a discovery only if it relieves some

body from the burden of a problem. 1l1 The present study or

the bearing of Polanyi's thought on oertain foundational

questions in theology has its origins in that sometimes

perplexed-sometllnes-resolute state of mind which results

from liVing with a pr~blem for a long time, watching it

grow and become entangled in what appears to be an ever

widening web of complex issues, all the while harboring at

a level of vague and tacit awareness both a hint 'and a hope

of its resolution. From a personal point of view, then,

this dissertation offers not only a challenge but also an

opportunity to identiry that problem, sort out and circum

Boribe the relevant issues and generally bring to a level

of explicit awareness what such a resolution might look

like. More apecirically, this study reflects a long standing

concern with a theolo3~cal problem that began, as much as

1PK, p. 122.

1v.
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I oan reoall, more .than twexve years ago with a senior

seminar paper in philosophy on "The Development of the

I-Iedieva.l Doctrine of 'uouble -Truth I" • The problem that

began to emerge for me at that time was the theologioal
• > ~ ~

problem of resolving the app~ent con1:lict between faith

and reason that led to the development of a doctrine

whioh deolared that there were two different kinds of

brUth--a truth of faith and a truth of reason. My interest

~~in this partioular episode of medieval thought was aroused

by the suspioion that the same kind of disjunotive view

of faith and reason which brought about the thirteenth

centurI polariz

a ~airly prevalent as

thought as well. The so

"l'ideists" and "rationalists" was '"

in oontemporary theolog~cal

_~_'~'two-truth" doctrine seemed

that question.

to imply a kind of intelleotual schizophYenia. Was this one

of those ideas, of which Whitehead wrote, "that the world

had got hold of" but "which the world could neither live

with nor live without n ?2 I wasn't rea1ly prepared to answer

"
In reading Miohael<Polanyits Personal Knowledge a

few years later, however, I became convinoed that his "post-

oritioal philosophy" o:ffered a :framework of thought within

whioh a resolutiqn or the theologioal problematic might be

1

2A1:f'red N. Whitehead, Soience and the Modern World
(New York: The Free Press Paperback Edition, 1967), p.



found. Here was a radical conceptual reform. In seeking

vi.

to account for the nature and Justification of sClentific

knowledge, Polanyi was led to develop a cognitional theory

which reccgnized coherence of faith and reason to be an

indispensable conditl0n of all knowledge. The conceptlon

of sClentlfic knowledge as "personal knowledge" challenges

the epistemologlcal view that there i~ an unavoidable con-

flict between faith and reason by establishing the inevit
t

. ably fiduciary character of reason and the essentially

rational character of faith. Moreover, "personal knowledge"
,~

\

transcends a number of distinctions which form the con-

ceptual basis of mo~ern thought: ob]ectivity--sub]ectivlty,

jUdgments of fact--judgments of value, scientlfic truth--

existential truth. Polanyi's thought, thus, provided~~

host of clues pointing to a possible solution.

The third phase in the development of my own thinking

on the problematic foundations of religlous knowledge began

just six years ago when I was introduced to the thought of

Bernard Lonergan and to the movement of "foundational theology".

Foundational theology begins with a recognition of theology's'

problematic status and seeks .to resolve that problem by

grounding theology in cognitional theory. The concerns and

methods of foundational theology, thus, converged with my

own interest in PolanyiJs thought and also provided a contem-

porary context for seeking a resolution of the faith-reason
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problem. The present work is, in short, the attempt to

bring Polanyi's thought to bear on the faith-reason prob-

lematic in the context of foundational theology.

Toe dissertation is divided into two major sections.

The first section, "The Problem of Religious Knowledge", ~den-

tifies and circumscribes the faith-reason problem and places

~ the discussion in the context of the foundational quest for

method in theology. Chapter I sets forth the general lines of

the thesis. The faith-reason relationship ~s shown to be at

the core of the foundational issues of meaning and truth in

religious knowledge and to give r~se to the problem of method

in theology. Foundational theology and post-critical philosophy

converge in seeking-in cogni~ional theory a resolution of the

problem of method and this suggests the significance Polanyi's

theory of tacit knowing holds for the foundational task. A

discussion of Polanyi's conception of the nature of a problem

anticipates his account of the logic of discovery and justifi~

cation, and illuminates as well the method of the present work.

Chapter II examines the notions' of faith and reason,

the two-fold source and ground of religious knowledge. His-

torically, the relationship of fides and ratio has always

been problematic for Christian theology. More recently,

however, the problem has taken on a new dimension, due in

large measure to the emergence of philosophic and scientific

ideals which have substantially modified the concept~on of

i

I
l

/,

I
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rationality (the element of ratio) in human cognition,

and discredited the conception o~ faith (the element of

rides). The conrrontation of twentieth century theology

with critical philosophy and a positivist account of

science results in a challenge to the conjunction of fid~

and ratio and raises serious doubts about the cognitive

signifioance and validity or religious knowledge.

Chapter III brings the disoussion of religious

knowledge more explioitly within the ~ontext of contemporary

Christian theology. and explores two alternative approaohes

to the problem of theological method. Finally the focus is

sharpened upon the two foundational issue~ raised earlier:

the possibility of meaning and the justification of truth

in theology. Foundational theology is described as the

attempt to transform the hermeneutio cirole of faith and

reason in a way which establishes theology as a significant

and valid soience of religion.

The second major seotion. "The Foundations o~ Reli

gious Knowledge", examines Polanyi 1 s post-oritioal philosophy

in general and his theory of tacit knowing in partioular,

and' brings this thought to b~ar on the' foundational problem

of metho~ in theology. Chap~er IV begins by noting the

sl.gni:ficance of Ifscientif'ic ideal.s" to the foundational

enterprise in theology. In seekLng to establish the found-

,
1,
f
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